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INCOME TAX PLANNING
FOR THE 2018 TAX YEAR
Farmers in North Carolina, like elsewhere
in the United States, are working through
crop acres to harvest this year’s production.
In parts of North Carolina harvest was
affected by Hurricanes Florence and
Michael. Year-end tax planning for farm
businesses may provide for challenges
to get to “that number” which was the
target set earlier in the spring of the
year. Weather events, commodity prices
and external events (tariffs) to the farm
economy affect the bottom line as yearend approaches and by connection
tax planning.

This article will address two sides of the
tax planning coin. First, the situation
some farmers may discover is that more
income is desired to get to the business’
long-run taxable income target. Secondly
a farm business may have had a betterthan-average year and the goal is to reduce
taxable income to the long-run target.
Additionally, this article is offered in the
context that tax planning for farmers
and livestock producers is a year-long
management activity which comes into
sharper focus as the harvest season
concludes.

Guido van der Hoeven

Extension Specialist/Senior Lecturer, Department of Agricultural
and Resource Economics, NC State University
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Income Tax Planning for the 2018 Tax Year
1.

2.

3.

With the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (TCJA) which was passed in December of 2017, the standard deduction
amount was increased. For Married Filing Joint flers the standard deduction is $24,000; for single flers it’s
$12,000 and for Head-of-Household it’s $18,000. Farmers will want to be sure to generate Adjusted Gross
Income (AGI) of at least these amounts dependent upon fling status. These amounts represent tax free
income and if one doesn’t use them the tax beneft opportunity is lost and cannot be
carried forward.
If the farm has incurred a large repair, such as an engine overhaul, consider capitalizing the repair and
depreciating the repair. Similarly, farmers may amortize fertilizer and soil amendments such as lime over a
period of time instead of electing to immediately expense these costs by reporting the amounts on their
business tax form which commonly is Schedule F, Proft or Loss from Farming.
Farmers might want to “slow down” depreciation by using the alternate depreciable life of an asset. For
example, a $100,000 new tractor in 2018 has a MACRS 5-year depreciable life at 200% declining balance,
choosing to use the alternate depreciable life and straight-line depreciation can increase taxable income by
$15,000. [$20,000 MACRS GDS depreciation - $5,000 MACRS ADS depreciation) To accomplish this farmers
must elect out of Bonus Depreciation.
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Post Year-end Tax Management Strategies
1.
2.

3.

TCJA increased the amount of IRC section 179 expensing to $1,000,000 with an investment limit of $2.5
million. Farmers and livestock producers if they purchased depreciable assets in 2018 can make the election
to expense all or part of these purchases subject to the rules for section 179.
TCJA also allows for Bonus depreciation of 100% of new and used depreciable assets purchased in 2018. The
law presumes that farmers and livestock producers will use Bonus Depreciation. Doing so, in some cases, may
create a loss which might not be in the best interest of the agricultural business. Farmers have the option to
elect out of Bonus Depreciation on a class by class basis; e.g., elect out for all 3-year class life property.
Continued contribution to or initial creation of a retirement plan can reduce income taxes. The plans that
reduce current year income taxes are: traditional IRAs, SEP-IRAs, SIMPLE IRA, solo 401-Ks, and defned
beneft plans (though rare). There are rules which apply when the plan must be established in order for the
contribution to be deducted against 2018 income.

Farmers and livestock producers may be more interested in non-deductible retirement plans due to their
distributions being income tax free in retirement. These plans are Roth IRAs and Roth 401-Ks for example.

Conclusion
Farmers and livestock producers are strongly encouraged to seek professional tax preparation assistance to
address areas of tax management for their businesses. Seeking competent tax advice by someone who is familiar
with your business and who can communicate the language of tax in the context of agriculture can help farmers
and livestock producers achieve goals relative to income and self-employment tax management.
SOURCES OF INFORMATION:
IRS Publication 225, The Farmer’s Tax Guide
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p225.pdf
Rural Tax Education
https://www.ruraltax.org

Center for Agricultural Law and Taxation at
Iowa State University
https://www.calt.iastate.edu/
Timber Tax
https://timbertax.org
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